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Issuing
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may be just
the security
measure
needed.

Washington's Art Fletcher
on tour of state, UPS
Art Fletcher, former
Republican candidate for
Washington State Lieutenant
Governor in 1968 who was
appointed Assistant Secretary of
Labor and then Special
Ambassador to the United
Nations by President Richard
Nixon, will speak at UPS, Feb.
29 at 2:00 in the Student Union
Building lounge.
Fletcher, who at the time of
his office with the Labor
Department, was the
highest-ranked black in the
Nixon Administration, is touring
Washington State to discuss the
campaign issues of 1972.
He will also address himself
to the question of the potential
roles of youth in those election
campaigns.
The Washington State
politician was defeated by
Democrat John Cherberg in the
1968 race for Lieutenant-governor. In 1969, President Nixon
appointed Fletcher Assistant
Secretary of Labor. Fletcher left
the Department of Labor last
year to become Special
Ambassador to the United
Nations.
The 46 year-old Fletcher is
currently Executive Director of
the United- Negro College Fund.
That organization is charged

with raising money for 40 black
colleges which are operating on
minimal budgets.
Fletcher has served with the
Governor's Urban Affairs
Advisory Council, chaired the
Council's Job Training and
Opportunities Committee, and
organized the East Pasco Self
Help Cooperative Association.
Educated at Washburn
University in Topeka, Kansas, he
played Small College
All-American football and
professional football with the
Los Angeles Rams and the
Baltimore Colts.
Fletcher became active in
politics in the states of Kansas
and California, eventually
moving to the Tn-Cities area in
Washington State. He served as a
city councilman in Pasco before
going into state politics.
Art Fletcher and his wife,
Bernice, have six children, Art,
Jr., Joan, Paul, Phillip, Phyllis,
and Sylvia.

Art Fletcher, at right, will
speak Tuesday at 2:00 in
the SUB lounge.

Ri chmond hired
to play cello

Music professor Louis
Richmond was fired "purely and
simply on his inability to play
the cello," a music faculty
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1972 member stated at a conference
called last week by Dr. Bruce
Rodgers, professor of music and
director of the School of Music.
Richmond, an assistant
professor of music and
conductor of the UPS Chamber
Orchestra, charged last week
that the school fired him on the
basis of personality conflicts
within the department.
Dr. Leroy Ostransky,
professor of music, Edward
Seferian, professor of music, and
David Kaiserman, associate
professor of music, were present
at the press conference Tuesday.
Dr. Rodgers and those three
music professors had earlier
voted unanimously to terminate
Richmond's contract. His cello
playing, the committee claimed,
was not up to the professional
standards of the School of
Music.
Richmond, a non-tenured
professor, was hired, the
department indicated, primarily
as a cellist.
At the time of Richmond's
audition in 1970, the committee
agreed that Richmond was
lacking in playing talent. He was
hired and it was hoped he would
improve, Rodgers said.
But, said pianist David
Kaiserman, ''Nothing
happenend."
At the end of January, 1971
the committee reported a split
vote as to whether Richmond
should be retained for a second
year. Out of what Professor
Seferian termed a "humane"
action on the part or the music
department, the cellist was
retained.
Dr. Ostransky explained, "We
try to get the best available

people in these fields. It seemed
to us when we hired him that he
didn't have it, but that he might
improve."
Richmond was hired
primarily to play cello,
Ostransky continued; then to
conduct and teach.
Rodgers stated that the
department feels it can find a
professor who will conduct and
teach adequately, as well as
exceed Richmond's ability on
the cello. Rodgers said the music
department is interested in
getting the best possible
professor at the salary
Richmond commands.
The director of the music
school cited a policy statement
which reads, "To retain a
non-tenured faculty member
simply because he, or she, is
adequate is to deprive our
students of their right to the
best available faculty."
"There must come a time in
the development of departments
and schools where faculty are
not retained simply because they
are nice people, and adequate,"
the statement continued. "Our
students deserve more than
that."
Members of the committee
which fired Richmond denied
the accuracy of the charge that
the department is traditionally
oriented.
Said Ostransky, "Richmond
implies the department is
traditionalist, that he's playing
music we don't like. We were
playing avant-garde music long
before he came."
"Those who know the music
department know that we're not
conservative," Ostransky
concluded.
"Richmond is being let go
purely and simply on his
inability to play the cello," he
said.
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Central Board
displays fiscal,
political sense

A SNIVELLING WRETCH

It's not often that one has the rare opportunity
to praise such an illustrious organization as the
legislative arm of the government of the associated
student body of the University of Puget Sound.
The most recent examples of legislative
brilliance occurred at last Tuesday's meeting. Our
legislators manifested acute journalistic insight,
Napoleanic political sensibility, dynamic monetary
foresight reminiscent of the fiscal finesse of George
Boldt, and scrupulously reserved judgment in refusing
to reorder government of the students, by the
students and for the students.
Acute journalistic insight: the senior class
senator had a journalistic flash when he proposed that
as an economy the TRAIL might not print its
photographs so large.
Napolean ic political sensibility: Central Board
took quick action to eliminate the possibility of one
person running for more than one position. It was a
brilliant move recognizing the catastrophic
consequences of one person running for and holding
all the offices on Central Board.
Sponsors explained that some member might
want to be both on the University Council and ASB
secretary, or sophomore class senator and on rally
ivad.
Such concern is surely laudable, but can be
particularly appreciated when manifested only after
the elections committee has already seen which
particular individuals have signed up.
The action reminds one of last spring's
electioneering where two second place candidates in
the primary election were refused places on the final
ballot because they didn't get an arbitrary number of
votes. No one had heard of that rule either until the
individuals involved were identified.
Dynamic monetary foresight reminiscent of the
fiscal finesse of George Boldt: in other action the
Board approved a by-law change which calls for the
summer presence of two ASB executive officers.
They are to be paid an equivalent of summer tuition.
This piece of fiscal finesse was predicated on the need
for two officers to be available to sign purchase
orders and start work.
Scrupulously reserved judgment in refusing to
reorder government of the students, by the students
and for the students: What some people might be
tempted to call reds or pinkos had prosposed that the
constitution be modified. Class senators and rally
squad were to be eliminated. But the constitutional
revisions were defeated, and the constitution will
remain inviolate, another victory in the battle for
truth, justice, and the American way.
With a legislative assembly like this, who needs
checks and balances?
In recognition of this unending service, to the
school, the community, and the nation the TRAIL
proclaims next week Support Your Local Legislative
Assembly Week.
Graham crackers and juice will be served.

Howard Parker
***
Apropos the back spread of the Feb. 18th
TRAIL: The death rate for mean sons-of-bitches is
the same as that, for the meekest lamb, one per
individual. A man who doesn't fear death because
he's mean is not a brave man but a fool.

John B. Magee

TWO

AN ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR
HUNG FOR A FOOL

toward Chambers and his article does indeed back up
his admission that he is a moderate. Since he is
criticizing Chambers' article as "nonsense," which
implies total rejection of its content, he must indeed
be looking through moderate eyes. The only shame is
not that it was left to an "unsympathetic moderate"
to criticize Miller's article, but that in a nation that
screams with racial misunderstanding and ignorance,
we still have "moderates" who are unsympathetic,
who see the situation as one in which people are
trying "to give him" (the black man) "a square deal."
The Lord giveth, and the Lord taketh away, is the
proper attitude reflected here. Why should anyone
have, or have the right to "give" their brothers and
sisters equality? An inanely unequalitarian concept.
Mr. Dennis feels that "the American Negro
would develop faster and be better off in the long run
if he were treated as an equal .....If this were so,
perhaps there would be fewer articles pointing fingers
at "racists," when we are all guilty of the same crime,
only in variated and modified forms. In this light,
then, I am not condemning Mr. Dennis himself for
being racist, as there is no need and no point in this
act. I only ask that fruitlessness of pointing fingers
and determining degrees of racism—we are all there.
The only possible good is in realization of that fact,
and in taking action toward a cure.
Incidentally, (and not critical of Mr. Dennis'
lack of familarity with the issue,) I believe the word is

BLACK

Marilyn Wilson

After Randy Foster had taken out petitions
for University Council and ASB Secretary,
Central Board ruled that no person could hold
two ASB offices.

It appears, from the content of William Dennis'
article in the last issue of the TRAIL, that racism is a
very disturbing concept. Since Dennis is concerned
with determining who is "most guilty of racism,"
Miller Chambers or Paul Mattson and Tim
Frederickson, I would suggest that he is himself
playing a racial game. Do we care who is "most guilty
of racism?" Does it matter, or is it positively
productive to accuse someone of being more racist
than someone else? I fail to see any accomplishment
in such an act. Not only is it a form of scape goating,
but it is pointless.
We are all racist, whether consciously or
subconsciously. The society in which we eat, breathe,
and live has molded us to be so, and I have yet to see
the person who has completely freed himself from so
strong a mold and breached this artifically
constructed racial gap with complete normalcy and
ease. Many wish that it could be so, and I am one.
This is not to use socialization as an excuse for racial
barriers, but to admit that its forces upon us, its
controls over us are very strong.
The paternalistic attitude taken by Mr. Dennis
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Upon reading the last issue of the TRAIL I
chanced to glance upon the article entitled "Who Is
Racist" which I began to read in what I consider an
unbiased opinion. After reading this article I felt that
it was definately out of line and biased and must not
go unanswered. It seems to me that if Paul Mattson or
Tim Fredrickson were not "navely racist" or didn't
feel in any way close to being so, they would have
then answered the article. I also feel that they are
grown-up enough to answer or critisize for themselves
withouth the help of an "unsympathetic moderate"
like William G. Dennis. I also ask you, how are so
called liberals ever going to attempt to relate to Black
People if they are constantly refered to as the
American Negro. I feel that everyone should be
listened to with respect and talked to or about if they
are talking nonsense, that is the purpose of this letter.
I feel that Miller Chambers was purposely attacked
for merely expressing his views in this so-called free
society. I should hope that "no matter what Negroes
do collectively or individually, however outrageous,
liberals will not critisize them," because Negroes were
only expected to do and know so much, but you are
not dealing with them anymore, now you are up
against the Black Man and Black Woman, who you
can treat just or unjust, depending on how far you
war willing to take your chances . . . Think About It!

Cheryl Redmond
S.B.S.U.
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Candknes br next year's Rally Squad . . . back row, left to right: Karen Scharff, Sandi
McKenna, Penny Green, Cheryl Redmond, Jeanne Swenson, Sandi Coson, Lisa Feury; front
row, left to right: Laura McCloskey, Madeline Jones, Bobbie Moore.

Housing Committee, lnterfratern ity Council

finally agree on exclusive use of houses
After more than two years of
debating and revising the UPS
Housing Committee and the
Interfraternity Council are
drawing close to an agreement
on the exclusive use of the
houses in Union Avenue
complex.
When the University
borrowed funds to build the
houses, the Federal Government
made the University comply
with two rules: 1) Pay back the
loan, and 2) Keep the houses
filled to maximum occupancy.
With the growing popularity of
off-campus and independent
living, fraternities are having
trouble filling their houses to the

prescribed occupancy. If the
number of residents drops below
the quota the Housing
Committee will be forced to put
independents in the houses. The
fraternity can, however, meet
the quota by having house guests
or by getting upper classmen to
move back to the house.
The occupancy requirement
is causing part of the delay in
settling the exclusive use
agreement. University Vice
President, Lloyd Stuckey, has
been working to get this
occupancy rate lowered. This
change would affect the entire
campus, whereas exclusive use
affects only the Union Avenue

r Promotions announced

complex and groups with
selected membership.
When the IFC makes its
requests, the agreement will go
before the Housing Committee
for approval, and then on to the
University Council for
finalization. According to Lloyd
Matsunami, a student member of
the housing committee, the
delays and discussions are
helping by making this
agreement much better than its
predecessor two years ago.
Any living or academic
groups who would, like to
request housing space for
exclusive use for the next
academic year should submit a
written request before March 3.
The request should be made to
Ray Payne, chairman of the
housing committee, in Room
208 of the Student Union
Building.

and Richard Settle, assistant
professor of sociology.
Joyce Ward, associate
professor of occupational
therapy and director of the
School of Occupational
Therapy, was granted a full
professorship.
Claudine Kratzberg in home
economics, Dr. J. Stewart
Lowther in geology, and Harriet
Richmond in occupational
therapy, were promoted from
assistant professor to associate
professor.
John Barnett in art, Robert
Ford in Urban Studies, Nancy
Guthrie in Education, Joseph
Peyton, Jr, in physical
education, and Clayton Thwing
in business administration were
elevated to the rank of assistant
professor from instructor.

Five University of Puget
Sound professors were granted
tenure by the Board of Trustees
last week, five were promoted to
assistant professor, three to
associate professor, and one
faculty member became a full
professor.
Seven faculty members have
been fired but Dean of the
University J. Maxon Reeves
would not announce those
names.
Receiving grants of tenure
were Dr. Phoebe Miller, associate
professor of sociology, Thomas
Milligan, assistant professor of
business administration and
director of the Co-operative
Education Program, James
Morris, assistant professor of
business administration, Dr.
Gary Peterson, associate
professor- of speech and drama,

Recent action taken by the
School of Education and the
Division of Continuing
Education has created a
situation on campus where the
public can enroll in
graduate-level seminars for only
$75, while regular University
students must pay $225 for
similar courses.
According to Dr. Darrell
Medclaf, associate professor of
chemistry and member of a
Faculty Senate ad hoc
committee on Continuing
Education, that is direct
violation of the guidelines set by
the Senate for the education
program.
Medcalf explained that the
purpose of Continuing
Education is to take programs
out into the community at a
contract fee for a specific
audience.
There are no provisions which
allow Continuing Education to
be offered to the public on the
campus of the University of
Puget Sound.
Dr. John C. Jones, director of
the Continuining Education

Division, recently advertised in
the Tacoma News Tribune at
least ten education seminars on
the graduate level. Tuition for
those classes is $75 each.
Dr. Medcalf stated that it us
unfair to charge Continuing
Education students less money
for the same type of class a
regularly enrolled UPS student
must pay more to take.
He said he will recommend at
the next meeting of the Faculty
Senate Continuing Education
Committee that "no course be
included in the Continuing
Education Program unless it is
approved by the Curriculum
Committee of the university."
He called the recent action by
the School of Education and the
Continuing Education Division
an "abuse of the normal
system."
Various departments within
the university, Medcalf stated,
cannot be allowed to undercut
other programs and regular
students.
"We can not be in
competition with ourselves," he
said.

Candlewood Gallery is latest
addition at downtown Mall
The latest addition to the
downtown Tacoma Gallery
scene is The Candlewood
Gallery, opening March 1 at the
Court "C" Artists Mall at 914
Broadway or 915 Court C Alley.
Opening the March show will be
acrylics and batiks by Wendy
Smith of Tacoma with modern
landscapes and figures; acrylics
and mixed media by Pat Preston
featuring animated children's art
along with still lifes and
landscapes; photography by
Norman Smith of Vashon Island
with seascapes and sea objects of
the Northwest; and replicas of

the "Knights in Armour" past
featuring shields, family crests,
swords helmets . . . all by Fred
Wieme of Tacoma.
The Candlewood Gallery is
run by Miss Judy Faulkner of
Tacoma who felt, "there was a
great need for gallery space for
those who wanted to participate
at Court "C", but really could
not have their own shop, so I'm
trying to fill this gap." The
Candlewood Gallery will be
open Monday thru Saturday
11:30 a.m.-5 p.m. and 6:30
p.m .-9 p.m. For more
information contact Judy
Faulkner MA7-9456.

IThe Proctor House Restaurant
Breakfast

Lunch

-

-

2514 No. Proctor

STUDENT SPECIALS

Dnner
SK 2-7055

SANDWICHES
Ruebens
Monte Cristo's
French Dips
Hash Browns
Milk Shakes

Hours

.....

Hamburgers
Chili-Burgers
Cube Steak
French Fties
-

Cold Drinks

Tuitton has soale(1 again this year. but
we' :e /licky in / hat oii r (;reg gels a li/tie some/li ing / rum
the FBI /0 sort of keep an eye on his dorm floor."

9:00 AM to 7:45 PM
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University ski team,
little known here,
is busy competing
in collegiate conference
The UPS ski team—little
known on this campus—but well
known to other Northwest
collegiate ski teaim—has been
busy competing against the
eleven other schools in the
Northern Collegiate Ski
Conference.
The University of Washington
Invitational ski meet opened the
season with eight of the NESC
teams competing. The giant
slalom found UPS in second
place led by Jan Pritchard,
Wendy Alexander, and Ann
Helgeson for the women (sixth,
twelth, fourteenth respectively)
and Wade Perrow, Dick Pattison,
and Mark Purdy (fourth, fifth,
eighth) counting for the men's
team. That morning's snow
blizzard turned to rain in the
afternoon for the men's and
women's cross country race,
which ended with UPS in a
mediocre fourth place.
After recovering from the
previous day's five mile cross
country race, the team prepared
for Sunday's slalom—their
strongest event. Pattison and
Perrow overcame the two-run
course as well as the continuing
snowy weather to take first and
second—putting UPS in first
place. The women, plagued by
falls and dampened enthusiasm,
didn't do so well as expected but
ended up placing a respectable
third. The weekend's final
tabulation left both teams in
third place overall—the women
behind the University of British
Columbia and the University of
Washington and the men tailing
Alaska Methodist University and
the University of British
Columbia.
Two weeks later was UPS
sponsored the Crystal Mountain
Invitational with eleven schools
from Alaska, Canada, and

Washington attending the
two-day event.
On Saturday the two-run
slalom proved to be a disaster
for the men's team with four of
the five Varsity members falling
in either the first or second
run—attributed by some to the
abnormally clear and sunny
weather. Having observed the
men's difficulty the women
cautiously skied the requird
two runs and came up with a
respectable placing of third,
again behind the powerful UBC
and UW.
Sunday's giant slalom allowed
the UPS men to demonstrate
their abilities with the team of
Patti son and Perrow again
winning first and second, and
Steve Klein rounding out the
group for an overall giant slalom
first place. Unfortunantly, the
women didn't fare so well: sixth.
The women proceeded to
demonstrate that they could
become contenders in the cross
country. Two new members,
Lisa Foster and Maggie
Davis—the former from the
Varsity Alpine team and the
latter a recruited cross country
touring skier—placed seventh
and eighth on the three mile
course. Veteran Mary Hall came
in fifteenth to put UPS in third.
In the men's event Perrow was
fourteenth and Pattison
seventeenth—a mere 12 seconds
between the two—over the men's
two-lap, six mile track. Novice
Dave Dixon was the next
finisher leaving UPS in fifth. The
weekend's efforts found UPS
men third and the women fourth
in the close contest.
With the long-recognized
weakness in cross country
improving due to a renewed
interest in both cross country
touring and racing, the

Along with racing UPS offers ski lessons as part of
the physical education program. The Wednesday lessons at Crystal under the direction of Gary Effinger
have been termed the "most
thorough, most organized
collegiate ski program around." Tom Barrett and
Joel Watkins are instructors.

prediction for the overall future
of the skil team must be
considered excellent.
The Alpine team ,hurting from
lack of seasoned racers, seems to
be getting the necessary
experience. By the time the
Loggers return to their home
ground of Crystal Mountain for
the Conference Championships
(on March 3, 4, 5—with the
sourthern division schools from
Oregon, California, and Idaho
competing) they should once
again be considered a major
contender.
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BEGINS MARCH 4
Preparation for tests required for admission to
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postgraduate schools.
smaller groups.
Six.session courses
Unlimited tape lessons for review.
Course material constantly updated.
Home study material prepared by experts in each field.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
in Seattle Area

Since 1938
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THE ALL NEW

MR. RAGS

LTD.

STRICTLY FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO
LIKE TO DRESS WELL

PERSONAL SERVICE
I

GOOD QUALITY MERCHANDISE
AT REASONABLE PRICES

COMPLETE FORMAL WEAR RFNTALS
'-i--1

—Ii

TALKTODON,JERRYORM
ABOUT MR. RAGS ... HE'S GREAT

7104 Sixth Avenue
Next to Narrows Theater
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Ron Oughton (40) tips one in for UPS over the head of
Panther Bill LeaveH (53) in Tuesday night's game in the
Field house.

Loggers in 1051=i,, , 73 win
over Chapman College

Chapman's Norman Staneil (45) uses fancy footwork to fend
off UPS Logger Rick Brown. Chapman College still went
down to defeat in Tuesday's game.

NO HAPPY HOUR

X

T0DAY

A

BROWNIE
SUNDAE

The UPS Loggers improved
their record this past Tuesday
night in a spectacular win over
Chapman College. The score
read 105-73 when the final horn
of the game sounded.
"None of our kids played
great," claimed coach Don Zech
in padded understatement. "But
The fact is, however, that the
Loggers did play well and,
surprisingly, they played well as
a team. UPS registered 30 assists
at the end of the battle.
Game statistics showed that
UPS had 78 attempted field

HA*CUT $2.00
Kids $1.50 - Sat. $2.00

2O

I

Cloverleaf Taverilil
CELLAR 10
6430 6th AVE.
LO 4-7788 or 10 4-4223
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A
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Razor Cut - $ 3.25

at the

Highland Hill
Barber Shop
5915 - 6th Ave.

goals to Chapman's 83. Puget
Sound claimed 56 rebounds and
the opponents 52.
Ned Delmore of the Loggers
was high scorer of the game with
a total fo 28 points, 26 earned
from field goals. On the UPS
side he was followed by May
with 17, Jewett with 13, and
Philpot with 11.
The last Logger home
basketball game of the season
will be played this Saturday at
8:00 in the fleidhouse against
the arch-rival Pacific Lutheran
University. The JV squads of
both schools will play in a
preliminary game at 6:30. -

Howell's
Sporting
Goods,
Inc.
The fines) in athI)ic equipment
Fa?rir,i RaAiIInqs. wrson,

Vot Spot Bitt Adiclas,

Puma,

Coriverce. White Stag Speedo
Tank Suits

627 Center St. FU 3-2653
STUDENT PRICES
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for's note: The following story was
printed in the University of British
Columbia's UBYSSEY on Feb. 4, 1972.
:Ve thought TRAIL readers would want
know that disputes about tenure and
on-reappointment are not restricted to
our campus. The events are reported by
aymond Chandler.

I Crime
t

Punishment

Pretty much the same story on
Beardow. Yet the department was
demoting him from assistant prof to
instructor. Why did they want to
humiliate Beardow, I wondered?
As for Vera Reck, her career was
imp eccable. Excellent teaching,
translation of a book by Soviet writer
Boris Pilnyak, PhD from London, thesis
publication due from University of
Pennsylvania, and also some translations
in the forthcoming Voznesensky book.
Why was she getting the axe?
Of course, the official excuse being
ground out of arts dean Doug Kenny's
executive suite was "economic cutbacks".

I stumbled across his most recent
publication. It was a ditto'd memo.
"It has been brought to my attention
that there have been cases recently when
class time was used otherwise than for
academic purposes. Needless to say, such
misuse of the students' time is at variance
with the purposes . . . etc. Translated
from academic doubletalk (a language
with more obscurities than a 17th
century Polish poem), it was a warning to
teaching assistants who refused to keep
their mouths shut about the little purge
in progress.
It was about as subtle as a blackjack. I
decided that I didn't like Bogie's

was running an oily rag through the
ub-nose of my .38 thinking about
moving my black bishop in the
rhess-problem I work on between clients
when they came in.
A hulking horde of students reeking of
garlic each clutching a dog-eared copy of
evtushenko's poems told me they were
from the embattled Slavonic studies
riepartment. I turned away from the view
of the Walter Gage towers rising from a
construction-site cloud of dust like an
architect's withered dream of
Stonehenge
"Are you Phillip Marlowe, Public
Detective (BA, UBC, 1966)?" they asked.
I shoved the scarred bottOm-drawer of
my desk closed. "Yeah, what's up?"
"We've got a mystery. Three teachers
in Slavonic studies are being bumped
off."
"Who's that?" I asked, fumbling
around for a scrap of paper. I found an
unopened envelope containing a library
fine I wasn't planning to pay within the
'ext 10 years that I could write on the
ack of.
"Vera Reck, Catherine Leach and
:'rank Beardow."
"And you want to know what the
motives are and who the killer is, right?"
"You got it," they said and headed for
the frosted glass door.

II The Insulted
& the Injured
I decided to check out Reck, Leach
and Beardow, the victims in this case.
Having brushed up on a copy of Russian

Made Easy in Five Easy or Six Hard
Lessons, I disguised myself as a
Czechoslovakian refugee, and hung out in
the halls for three days. Slavonic studies
is scattered through a series of spotlessly
monotonous r000ms in a wing of the
Buchanan building. On a clear day when
you look out the window and see Grouse
Mountain you think you're in Poland.
The info was easy to pick up.
The way you find out if a teacher is
any good is to listen to what students
have to say in the hail and over coffee. I
found out Catherine Leach was a
top-notch teacher and had a snappy
publication record ( a translation of
Czeslaw Milosz' autobiography Native
Realm
published by Doubleday,
translations from a central 20th century
work on aesthetics, selections form a
17th century classic and collaboration in
a forthcoming book of Soviet poet
Andrei Voznesensky). Her academic
credentials were solid too— MA from
Berkeley in Polish language and lit, two
years at the university in Cracow, Poland;
and a few native speakers at a subsequent
cocktail party told me they thought she
was one of them. So why was she being
fired?

SIX

nitpicking precision. She had tenure too.
Rebrin, Wainman and Reid—the lady
with the interest in horses—being tenured,
were the people helping to seal the fate of
Frank Beardow, Vera Reck and Catherine
Leach.
The nice thing about cold-blooded
academic murder is that if the
bureaucrats play their cards right it'll be
barely noticed. Call it "non-renewal",
throw in something about "budgetary
considerations", add a vague slur or two
about "competence" and "credentials"
and you've got the makings of a perfect
crime.
I came out into the icy-veined night air
feeling that the people who ran Slavonic
studies were not exactly all nice people.
The moon had disappeared and the old
greystone library looked like a 17th
century feudal Polish castle. There's got
to be a deeper connection, a little voice
right under my should holster whispered
to me.

IV House of Dead

You could count the people who believed
that story on one thumb. I'd run into
Kenny before, I remembered. Up to his
neck in an English department scandal,
caught red-handed diddling the
anthropology department in a recent
tenure caper. A kind of slick, academic
mafioso trying to put the screws on a
crumbling empire.
While I was coaxing a cup of thin mud
out of shiny machine, I heard one grad
student wonder aloud to another grad
student who was munching through a
tarpaper cinnamon bun as though she
were crossing the Russian steppes, "What
do you suppose the real reason is that
Catherine Leach is getting the gate?"
Yeah, good question, I thought.
"Well, I heard that Czaykowski says
her Polish isn't good enough, but I don't
believe that, do you?"
Not exactly an illuminating answer.
Seems like the S.S. upper echelons were
specialists in producing disbelief. But
there was a new item here. Who's
Czaykowski, I asked myself?

III Diary of a
Superfluous Man
It didn't take long to find out.
Bogdan Czaykowski, acting head of
Slavonic studies. Bogdan means "gift of
God," in case your're interested.
So Czaykowski was the hatchet-man in
this operation.

heavy-handed literary style.
Around midnight—a fat orange moon
was sitting on the windowledge of my
office back in the top of the library
tower—I happened to be shuffling
through the papers in Bogie's desk when I
ran across the goods on Aram
Ohanjanian.
Despite budgetary cuts, tough times,
economic squeeze and all that,
Ohanjanian was being recommended for
tenure. I asked myself, what has this guy
got that Reck, Leach and Beardow don't
have? It wasn't teaching ability, that's for
sure. Maybe it was publications. Checked
his curriculum vita. Two brief book
reviews, one short article in an area
unrelated to S.S., all in the space of seven
years. Probably turned his essays in two
months late when he was a student.
Checked out a couple other publishing
records since they were handy.
Irma Reid, the sheet said, tenured
assistant prof. Total contribution to
orginial scholarship in the field of Russian
literature in the last 10 years consisted oI
two abridged translations from a Soviet
journal on horsebreeding.
Alex Wainman, BA and MA from
Oxford (the MA you get automatically on
payment of a set sum of money). Three
articles in 10 years. One had nothing to
do with S.S., the other two marginal to
the literary and linguistic scholarship of
his field. Not exactly the sort of record
you'd want to compare to Reck, Leach or
Beardow.
And then there was Irma Rebrin's
greasy record. No publications and a BA
from—get this—the University of Peking
(pre-Chinese revolution days). Definitely
shady qualifications in these days of
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It wasn't hard to find Caspar.
He lived in—if you call it living— a
dingly basement rat's nest between a
couple sets of gurgling water pipes not far
from campus .
I remembered Caspar had studied in
S.S. in the early 60's and had gradually
slid downhill from there. He was skinnier
this time around. Snow eats you up. The
needlehe shot up with sat on top of a
dresser in the place most people keep
pictures of their mother.
I'd helped him out of a nasty scrape
cnce, I vaguely remembered. I hoped that
pieces of his memory were left.
"Czaykowski is only a front," I said,
"Maybe," Caspar said, "but he's an
ambitious front. And Doug Kenny likes
ambitious men."
I never went anywhere these days
without hearing Kenny's name. He was
becoming a household word for the
process of corruption.
"You ever meet Sobell?" Caspar
asked.
"Who?"
"James St. Clair Sobell. First head of
Slavonic studies. 1947-67. It was a shitty
department from the start, depsite
advertising to the contrary, Sobell had a
knack of finding hacks. He was finally
forced off the set in '67.
"Who did him in?"
"I never found that out," Caspar said,
"but Czaykowski became acting head for
a year."
"You mean the Czaykowski who's
acting head now?" I asked.
"Same guy."
"Then what happened?"
"Michael Futrell was brought in to
revitalize the department. Bring it into
the 20th century, y'know. They also
hired Zbigniew Folejewski the."
"Fole-who?"
"He's an internationally-Polish scholar.
Everybody knows he's honest," Caspar
said. "I don't want you to get me wrong.
People Like Folejeski, Valerian Revutsky
and Hans Ronimois probably aren't
involved in the scrap. You can check it
out with the students, they'll tell you."
I filed their names for future
reference. "Yeah, I didn't imagine
everything could be rotten in Lower
Slobovia," I said.
"And Futrell, he was okay too."
"What do you mean?"
"Well, he made it a better department.
Hired some good people, got the thing
together, sort of."
"You don't happen to remember any
of the names of the people he hired, do
you?"
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"No. Wait a minute. There was a
woman in Polish, Catherine—un—"
"Not Catherine Leach by any
chance?"
"Yeah. Leach. And another one, Reck.
Vera Reck, I think it was. And a couple
of others. Guy named Beardow."
"Futrell uiired Leach, Reck and
Beardow, huh? Whatever happened to
Futrell?"
"They got him," Caspar said.
I left Caspar a piece of paper with a
picture of the Queen on it. I got a last
glimpse of him through the greasy
window as I was leaving, waiting for
something more definite than Godot, but
just as hopeless.

V Notes from
the Underground
After that, the pieces fell into place.
The nice thing about a university is
that the corpses go on teaching. A piece
of paper that stuck to may hand when I
passed through the finance office the
next day told me Sobell was getting
$21,800 a year, slightly twice as much as
the combined salaries of Leach and Reck.
I guess he teaches twice as hard.
Guess again, a student told me. He
teaches one class that has one student one
time a week. You're kidding, I said to the
student. No, the student wasn't kidding.
A couple nights later I got a look at
this $20,000-an-hour man. He was
wobbling at the far side of the room.
Between him and my martini were about
20 or 30 other wobbling academics . It
was one of those charming university
parties where you can always find
someone who'll be glad to cut up the
person across the room with a breadknife.
"Who got Futrell?" I asked my
next-drink neighbor.
"Alex Wainman started it. And there
were others." I remembered Wainman.
The gent with the automatic MA from
Oxford. "It got pretty nasty."
"Really?" I muttered, in my best
bedside manner.
"Oh yes, quite. It was a complete
smear campaign. Private letters about
Futrell's ex-sex life, the whole bit," I was
told.
"You don't say."
"You see, Futrell was trying to get rid
of the deadwood in the department—he
wasn't exactly tactful."
Irma Reid, I thought, as my glass filled
up. Then I saw a horse moving across a
fuzzy field. The lady with the horses.
"And Futrell failed?"
"Yes, they got him. He resigned last
summer. Stayed on to teach, I think. I
mean, darling, where can you get a job
these days? Czaykowski became acting
head. And Kenny appointed an exec
committee to keep the lid on."
I had enough. Time to head back to
the office and add up some pieces in this

puzzle. I eased my way between a few
melting ice cubes and a Frito drowned in
onion dip. A slightly limp-wristed English
department prof wanted to know if I was
a 'mature' student. I knew what he was
after, but I was flattered anyway. I was
through the door by then, rediscovering
winter single-handed.

VI Quiet
Flows the Don

Ohanjanian in comparison to Recc and
Beardow. Apparently, Ohanjanian N asn't
expected to win the Nobel Pri' in
Russian studies in the immediate fi. ure.
Yet Ohanjanian was getting tenure. Tell,
that was an old piece of the jigsaw pule,
and if you run a puzzle through the
computer you get confetti.
Futrell's plea was obviously a
last-ditch effort. I hope Futrell hadn't
done anything rash while awaiting the
decision, like holding his breath.
I figured my part of the job was about
over. I wiped Kenny's desk clean in case
one of his errand boys dusted for print in

The university is a peaceful place after
midnight. It looks like Leningrad just
after the war—bomb pits, charred trees,
chewed up roads. I made two lists.
List A:
Sobell: Wainman, Reid, Solecki,
Ohanjanian, Rebrin and a few others he
had appointed in his days of greater
glory. They were surviving.
List B:
Futrell: Beardow, Reck, Leach,
Turner, Poppe. The people Futrell has
brought in to make a department. They
looked like they'd been hit by an
epidemic of Russian measles. If I was
peddling life insurance, Turner and Poppe
would be in the high-risk category.

the morning. I could turn my findings
over to the S.S. Liberation Front in the
morning. They could take it from there.
As I moved through a Siberian wind in
the direction of the half-forgotten office
atop the library I thought about the
bishop I was about to move on that
chessboard. Then I thought to myself, if
Doug Kenny were a chess peice, I'd bet
you dollars-to-cinamon buns that board
would be eaten by termites before the
tenth move.
I figured I had time for a slug of cheap
brandy and a few pages of Dostoyevsky's
The Idiot before I crapped out.
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VII What
Is To Be Done?
I guess Futrell thought so too.
I was sitting in Doug's chair fiddling
with my small tape recorder. If the
bell-tower in the front of the library
didn't sack out at night it would've
chimed 3 a.m. Apparently, Futrell hadn't
yet decided to roll over and play dead.
It was slightly eerie. In time, we were
an eternity from the good bad old days of
'47 when IJBC was a jerkwater college
run by a handful of chummy profs who
gathered at Sobell's mansion on the
endowment lands and decided the fate of
the peasant over a bottle of expensive
scotch. But looking at Futrell's career at
UBC, it seemed like not much had
changed.
Futrell told Kenny he'd heard that
Reck and Beardow had been
recommended for consignment to the
dust bin. "Their teaching and their
influence on students in every aspect have
been excellent," said Futrell. But maybe
instead of a defence, that was the reason
why they were being fired. "The most
effective way of reducing the department
to impotence and discouraging present
and prospective students, would be the
implementation of t h e s e
recommendations," he went on,
doggedly.
Then Futrell went over the records
again. He had a few words to say about

Feb. 25, 26, 27m
Crystal Mountain.
See the world's top alpine racers fresh from the
Xl Winter Olympic Games compete for skiing's
most prestigious award, the World Cup. Admission
free. The Events:
Thursday, Feb. 24—Mandatory Downhill Pre-runs.
Friday, Feb. 25—Men's Downhill, Ladies' Downhill.
Saturday, Feb. 26—Men's Giant Slalom.
Sunday, Feb. 27— Ladies' Slalom.
This FIS-sanctioned event is
sponsored by the Rainier Brewing
Company, brewers of Mountain
Fresh® Rainier Beer. Be there.
The whole world will be watching.

Rainier Brewing Company, Seattle. wash.

Enjoy outdoor relaxation in Magoo's Beer Garden opening mid-spring
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Pool, dominoes, beer checkers, ski movies weekly
Nightly entertainment

Things getting a little heavy nowadays.
Lighten up at Magoos.
THUNDERBIRD CENTER IN LAKEWOOD
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Candidates,.*
file for
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student
offices
Sign-ups for ASUPS elected
positions to be filled in this
March's general elections started
last Friday and will continue
through today in the ASB
Office. As of Wednesday, twelve
of the fifteen positions available
have at least one candidate who
has taken out a petition.
To be properly filed
candidates must return petitions
with at least 50 signatures by 3
P.M. today. As of Wednesday
David Wissman and John Painter
had signed up for ASUPS
President. Mike Kane was the
only person signed up for
ASUPS First Vice-President.
Owen Strecker, Terry Goodwin
and Doug Wyckoff have
indicated their interest in
ASUPS Second Vice-President
and Randy Foster and Judy
Ryan have taken out petitions
for Executive Secretary.
Wes Jordan, Randy Foster,
Tim Kleespies, and Karen King
have signed up for the two
University Council positions.
Steve Mills, Scott Silver, Joe
Alex and Pete Macy are
candidates for the three
Delegate-at-large positions.
Wednesday there was only one
candidate for each of the
following positions: Sophomore
Class Senator, Barry Frush;
Women's Dormitory
Representative, Arlene Subica;
M e n ' s Dormitory
Representative, Tom Kennedy;
Women's Off - campus
Representative, Diane Merkeley;
and Men's Rally Squad, Bob
Ghea.
Ten women had signed up for
Women's Rally Squad through
Wednesday. They are Cheryl
Redmond, Laura McCloskey,
Madeline Jones, Bobbie Moore,
Betsy Mills, Buffer Pierson,
Eleanor Raven, Pamela Rogers,
Karen Scharff, and Penny Green.
The primary elections will be
held Thursday and Friday,
March 2-3 with the final election
scheduled for the following
week, March 9-10. Newly
elected o f f i c e r s and
representatives will take office
March 14.
Candidates for all offices areinvited to submit statements to
the TRAIL by next Tuesday at 3
p.m. Statements should not
exceed 100 words.

JOHN PAINTER

Central Board considers amendments
Central Board met Tuesday
night for two and one-quarter
hours to debate proposed
Constitutional Amendments
and By-Laws, and to consider an
Elections Committee decision
concerning ASUPS general
elections in March.
The report issued from
Elections Committee was in the
form of new policy bing
recommended by the coinmVLtee
to be approved by Central
Board. The original proposal
read "No student shall run for
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nor hold more than one elected
ASUPS position." After
discussion on the main motion,
Delegate-at-Large Randy Foster
offered a substitute motion
which read "No student shall
hold more than one ASUPS
voting position on Central
Board." After further discussion
centering around the need to
include University Council and
Rally Squad members in this
motion, the substitute motion
was defeated. After another
amendment to the original

motion failed, the man motion
passed Central Board and
immediately becomes official
Elections Committee Policy.
A proposed By-Law which
expressed a need to reimburse
the ASUPS President and one
other Executive Officer for
summer student government
work was tabled until the March
7 meeting. The By-Law would
allow the President and one of
the other officers to receive
salary for up to three units of
summer credit to allow them to

Trustees fail to consult Council
on tuition raise, say students
Several UPS students, who
attended a University Council
meeting last week, charged that
the Board of Trustees'
implemented next year's $100
tuition raise without consulting
its university constituencies.
The tuition raise, which will
provide an estimated $374,000
in new revenue, was approved at
the Dec. 20 meeting of the
Board of Trustees
Tuition will cost $1900 next
year.
Students said that the, Board
should have delayed its decision
until it consulted the University
Council.
That body consists of
administrators, faculty members,
and students. Generally,
legislation affecting those
constituencies is submitted to
the Council.

UPS, two school districts
win joint foundation grant
(UPSNB) The University of
Puget Sound, along with the
Bethel and Peninsula School
Districts, has been awarded a
National Science Foundation
grant in the amount of $36,834
for a Cooperative College School
Science Program, according to
Donald Acheson, assistnat
professor of science education at
UPS and director of the project.
UPS is one of 125 colleges
and universities nationwide to
receive a CCSS grant, which is
designcd to promote innovative
science instruction in the
elementary and secondary

DAVID WISSMAN

grades.
As a result of the grant,
approximately 30 teachers of
grades 4-6 from each school
district will be trained in the use
of materials produced and
developed by the Science
Curriculum Improvement Study
Project at the University of
California at Berkeley. They will
enroll in a summer institute
scheduled for June 12-30, 1972;
90 children will serve as resource
participants for the instructors.
Also planned for the academic
year is an 18-session instruction
program.

The tuition raise, however,
was never sent to the Council.
Lloyd Stuckey, vice president
and bursar of the university,
explained that the Board did not
consult the Council because it
was expecting a decision from
President Richard Nixon's
wage-price control board.
That decision, Stuckey said,
was needed before any action
could be taken.
When the ruling was handed
down, the Board acted quickly
to make the tuition raise a
reality.
Stuckey also predicted that
UPS tuition costs would
continue to rise.
"If the economy rises at the
projected 2.5% for costs and
5.5% for salaries, I see no
alternative but tuition raises to
meet the additional costs." he
stated.
The vice-president compared
a guaranteed tuition rate to a
"gambling system."
The guaranteed rate, which
has been discussed recently,
would charge a student each
semester the same fee he paid
upon entering the university. If
tuition were raised while the
student was at UPS, the raise
would not affect him. He would
pay the same amount he did the
first year.
Stuckey said the university
must "charge the actual cost of
the student's education.
Anything else is just a gambling
system."
The new money will be used
to meet rising costs, correct
inequities in salary payments,.
and create an office of director
of personnel.
Stuckey said that the
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personnel office is necessary to
reach full compliance with state
and federal regulations.

be on campus most of the
summer to conduct ASUPS
business.
The proposed Constitutional
Amendments to put on the
general election ballot the issue
of abolishing several legislative
positions on Central Board and
the Rally Squad were defeated
or were not formally put before
Central Board. A motion from
Men's Off-campus representative
Norm Eder was introduced to
abolish the position of Senior
Class Senator and replace it with
a three-person, non-voting
Senior Class Committee. After
discussion Eder withdrew his
motion and new motion calling
for the abolition of the position
without creating any new
committee was entertained by
the chair. After considerable
discussion, the motion failed to
get the necessary two-thirds
vote; the vote was 9-5.
Central Board was adjourned
for lack of a quorum at 8:15
p.m.

- THE RAM PUB
Every MONDAY
All the Pizza you can eat for $1.50
SUNDAY Dollar Days 6:00 to 9:00
Pizza, Sandwiches, Beer all for $1.00
Live music SATURDAYS 9:00 to 1:00

iO COVER CHARGE
19th & MILDRED ACROSS FROM TCC
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Sinclitico discusses
law school objectives
Joseph Sinclitico, Jr., dean of
the new UPS School of Law,
discussed the objectives of the
school with University Council
members last week.
"The objective of the law
school is to train lawyers, which
seems to be needed in our
society today," the law dean
explained.
He noted that it is the
"primary function of the lawyer
to assist in the administration of
justice. Our law school should be
very careful to provide those
skills."
Sinclitico pointed out that
the lawyer is being looked on as
a policy-maker rather than a
legal expert.
He stated that the lawyer can
not be a policy-maker and a legal
counselor at the same time.
There must, he said, be an
emphasis on one or the other.

The UPS law school, the dean
continued, "will follow a more
traditional course but will not be
insensitive to the needs of
society."
UPS law students will attend
their first classes next fall.
Administrators are expecting
over 200 day students and 100
night students.
Accreditation will be granted
to the new school next year by
the American Bar Association,
predicted Sinclitico.
The law school, however, will
not be fully accredited until
after its first five years of
operation, he said. At that time
it should receive the
accreditation of the American
Association of the Law Schools.
Sinclitico announced that the
school has already received
several hundred requests for
applications.

PHOENIX youth crisis
hotline organized
PHOENIX is a youth oriented
crisis telephone service.
Operationally, it is much like the
adult crisis line, but one
important difference is that it is
manned by persons of a youth
orientation. Answers are
familiarized with common drug
and drug information problems,
school and family problems,
loneliness and alienation,
problems relating to love
relationships, and suicide
prevention techniques. They are
also familiar with community
resources.
The service will eventually be
open on a 24-hour basis, but is
presently operating during the
peak hours on the weekends: 3
p.m. to 3 a.m., Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, at FU3-1661.
Volunteers for the service are
always needed. Answers will be
screened and, if acceptable, will
receive approximately 50 hours
of training by professionals and
para-professionals from the
Comprehensive Mental Health
Center.
The training deals specifically
with the ways in which
emotional intervention in a crisis
situation can be provided over
the phone by a trained
volunteer. The primary task of
PHOENIX will be to provide
supportive contact by a warm,
empathetic human being, in
which feelings and concerns t'an

be vented, problems can be
stated and reorganized,
alternative actions and outcomes
can be explored, and referrals
made in cases of serious need.
The focus is on helping, not
saving others. If you would to
volunteer, or need further
information, call the Crisis
Clinic. B112-8353.

Greek cultural trip offered students
by Debi Griggs
Would you be interested in
taking a super mini "mind trip"
into the world of the ancient
Greeks? The Greek "trip" is
what, the designers hope, will be
a take off for a series of cultural
enlightning mind voyages.
A super mini trip involves no
travel but that of the mind.
Students, together with a
professor, mutually design a
program to enrich their
background of different cultures
by reading and discussion. The
super mini trip program evolved
from the Living-Learning
program with the hopes that no
one person would actually be in
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charge, so that it could roll on
with its own inertia in the case
that the founder was no longer
- available.
The first trip will be into the
world of the ancient Greeks. It is
planned to run for one month
with a weekly lecture and
discussion period. This
extra-curricular program is the
ground work for a series to come
if more professors and students
are interested in sharing and
gaining knowledge.
The Greek trip will be based
at Harrington Hall. Students will
be reading representative works
by three authors, one complete
trilogy, and then will study the
philosophy of Aristotle. The
tour guide, or rather the
professor, will have no one in
the class that doesn't want to be
there because the program is
extra-curricular. The students
will be committed to a specific
task for the duration of the trip.
It is up to the student to do his
work for the class in his spare

Since the entire world is buzzing about the latest Kubrick
flick, we figured we also ought to throw in our two cents worth.
Walter ("Switched-on Bach") Carlos on Moog, Gene Kelly singing in
the rain, and others. Very good stereo ezuiptment required for
maximum enjoyment.
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SHOE REPAIR
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Farley's
Flowers
"Flowers for every
occasion"
1620 - 6th Ave.

MA 7-7161
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CHAPMAN'S
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Newest from one of the best soul groups ever. "Take a look
around", Bill Withers "Ain't No Sunshine' and the hit "Superstar"
among the suggested cuts. Accept no substitutes.

3123 North 26th
SK 2-6667

These and other good tunes can be heard on KUPS, Radio
880. Call request line 276.
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Also playing at the Cellar
will be Tom Kell from
Lakewood and Frank Ludwig, the National kazoo
champion.

X

TEMPTATIONS—SOLID ROCK

RIA

time, even though the class gives
no grades or penalties.
All professors who would like
to act as tour guides are
encouraged to arrange a trip of
their own. If students have a
specific culture they sould like
to explore, they are invited to
obtain information from Dr.
Frank Cousens at ext. 781, or
from Jan Sutherland at ext. 704.

Linda Allen will be part of
the Cellar X show this evening from nine to midnight.
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New California artists
featured at Cellar X

1

Two outstanding artists on
tour from California and two
others recently featured in
California will perform tonight
in Cellar X from 9 p.m. until
midnight.
Frank Ludwig, the national
kazoo champion from Woodside,
California makes a swing
through the Northwest with one
of the warmest vocal, guitar and
kazoo sounds in the country.
Ludwig has been playing for 10
years, writing songs and singing
in major clubs and colleges
including the famous Drinking
Gourd in San Francisco.
Playing away on his 12 string
guitar Ludwig will sail through
his "Got My Old Kazoo in
Hand" or Dylan's "I'll Be Your
Baby Tonight" or Jessee Fuller's
"San Francisco Bay Blues" or
the traditional Ludwig closer
"Abeliene—Cocaine Blues." He'll
keep your toe stompin' away.
Ludwig says of his own
music, "I want to make other
people feel as good as I do."
Linda Allen is a top flight
singer, originally from Olympia,
who has been on USO tours and
is now making her living in
music in Northern California in
many of the same places as
Ludwig. She writes some of her
own things and does traditional
and modern folk songs with
voice, dulcimer and guitar.

FRANK LUDWIG

'Black Widow'
in Seattle now
With twelve days of rigourous
preliminary rehearsals behind
them in New York, the cast of
Thomas Pasatieri's Black Widow
which will be presented in its
world premiere by Seattle Opera
March 2, 4, 8, and 11 arrived
in Seattle February 21 to begin
final rehearsals for the premiere.
All performances will be sung in
English with curtain time at
8:00 p.m. in the Opera House.
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TOM KELL

Headquartered in Berkeley
and presently on tpur she can be
seen at major night clubs like the
Country Store.
Rick Eshleman is another
California product from
Stanford—Palo Alto now
residing in the Tacoma area.
Eshleman got his start in the
Folk and Blues Workshop in
California, played with Ludwig,
Lunn, Luft and others in concert
and then went on tour to
Southern California splitting
bills with the Flying Buritto
Brothers.
He has been playing the
schools and coffeehouses in the
Northwest with songs by Hank
Williams, Blind Blake, Jim Luft,
Buc Owens, Merle Haggert and
many traditional gambling and
murder ballads and ragtime
pieces.
He is the outstanding
exponent of sustained note
guitar picking where each note is
extended and held to create
suspension in the guitar line.
Tom Kell is a bright new
talent from Lakewood who
spent a good deal of time in
California with Tim Noah and
Frank Ludwig and is now
permanently back in the
Northwest.
He blends a rich melodic
voice with country-folk songs,
most of which he writes. He
sings of country life, getting out
on his own and women who try
to make him over. He has played
in colleges in California and
Washington as well as the regular
coffeehouse circuit.
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OLIVER REED
JILL ST. JOHN in

"SITTING
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BUT BECOMES SERIOUS

Students Agnostic Society organized as joke
by Debi Griggs
An agnostic, according to the
Thorndike- Barnhart
Comprehensive Desk Dictionary,
is a person who believes that
nothing is known or can be
known about things outside of
human experience. To put it in
simpler terms, an agnostic does
not profess or deny the
existence of God because the
existence of God cannot be
proven or disproven. The
Students Agnostic Society has
just recently sprung up on
campus to advocate the search
for truth.
The S.A.S. was organized
mainly as a joke by three
Tenzler residents: Jan Colglazier,
Barbara Wagner, and Karen
Gamble. The name, Students
.gnostic Society, was chosen
because it was catchy and S.A.S.
could be associated with sass.
The organizers are, in a sense,
back-talking all the church
affiliated societies on campus.
They want to have time to
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search for truth without being
pushed too fast or in one specific
direction. Little did the
organizers know that their joke
would effect many people in
various ways.
Michael Tate, professor of
psychology, was the guest
speaker at the Feb. 22 meeting.
The discussion was, "What is an
Agnostic?" Mr. Tate cleared up
some misconceptions held about
agnostics when he spoke to the
effect that faith in God is
permissible for agnostic,
although belief in God is not.
Mr. Tate also explained the
difference between an agnostic
and an atheist. An atheist
believes that God does not exist,
whereas an agnostic believes in
neither his existence or
non-existence. The words
agnostic and atheist are not
interchangeable.
The problem of agnosticism
verus Christianity was discussed
in general terms. The main point
the conflicting vies on life after
death. In Christianity if one

professes a belief in God he will
go to heaven, it was suggested. In
agnosticism one doesn't rule out
the chance of life after death or
does he fully accept it.
Therefore, agnostics live the best
they can on earth with the hope
that benevolent action will
ijisure them a place in the after
world, if it exists. On the other

hand, if there is no after world,
the knowledge of having lead a
good life goes with the agnostic
to his death.
The discussion ranged to
various subjects concerning the
life of an agnostic.
The next meeting of the
S.A.S. will be in the Tenzler
lounge at 7:30, on March 6.

GEORGE C. SCOTT in

"THE HOSPITAL"
and ROCK HUDSON in

"HORNETS
NEST"
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Program Schedule:
Fri. 7:20 9:30
Sat. 1:30 3:35 5:35 7:45 9:50
Sun. 5:35 7:45 9:50

and WALTER MATTHAU
and ELAINE MAY in

"A NEW
LEAF"
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Friday, February 25
Advanced Student Recital: Fara Humpbreys, flute;
Myrna Knesal, Ann Thomas, flute, and Rebecca
Parker, cello; Jacobsen Recital Hail, 8:15 p.m.
Sly and the Family Stone: Fieldhouse, 7 and 11
p.m.
Campus Flick: Brewster McCloud, Mc006, 7 and 9
p.m.
Forensic Tournament, OSU
M.

LI

UPS and PLU baseball teams will join Seattle Univ. and
Washington in the first annual Ben Cheney Memorial Tournament to
be played at Cheney Stadium March 24-26 and the Toppers will have
an opportunity to participate. Season tickets for all 7-tourney games
the Lute Club at PLU has promised to sell
are $5 for the entire.
100. We predict that our Toppers can sell more than any Lute
Club—our goal is to top 100. Such a deal! Watch-and order your
family ticket NOW!

Saturday, February 26
Basketball: PLU at UPS, Fieldhouse
Student vs. Faculty Basketball Game
Campus Flick: Brewster McCloud, Mc006, 7 and 9
p.m.
Forensic Tournament, OSU

..

OMM

Sunday, February 27
University Church: Kilworth Chapel, 11 a.m. and 7
p.m.
Little Big Man with Chief Dan George: Cinema 1,
Lakewood, 2 p.m.

The Scots Guards, with their famed pipers, drummers,
dancers, and their remarkable brass band, will present two shows in
the Seattle Center Arena, Sunday, March 19th at 2:30 and 8:00 p.m.
The Scots Guards have one of the greatest, longest and
most beautiful histories of all the renowned and revered Scots
traditional companies. The Regiment is 329 years old and a great
many duties have fallen into its responsible hands since it was
established during the reign of Charles I. Besides their guard duties at
Buckingham Palace, many wars and as many more trouble spots have
been in their line of duty, all types of ceremonial occasion, and more
recently, presenting entertainment with band, drums and dancers,
evolving from traditional pomp, ceremony and pageantry.

Monday, February 28
Episcopal Communion: Kilworth Chapel, 9:30
p.m.
Tuesday, February 29
Sadie Hawkins Day
Central Board: McCormick Room, 6 p.m.
Pre.elections banquet
Last day of BFA art show, Kitteredge
Thursday, March 2
Primary Elections
Forensic Tournament, Linfield College
Friday, March 3
Primary Elections
Faculty Recital: Margaret Myles, contralto;
Jacobsen Recital Hall, 8:15p.m.
Campus Flick: Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid, Mc006, 7 and 9 p.m.
Forensic Tournament, Linfield College

You are eligible to receive the $100 Washington State
Tuition Supplement Grant if you:
Are enrolled full-time for spring term.
Have been a Washington resident for at least one year,
Are an undergraduate student,
4. Have not previously received the grant
You need only complete the short application card in the
FinanciaI Aid Office J 108.
If you have any questions, please let us know.

10

The results of a survey of students in Winterim classes
showed little change over last year's results. A large percentage of
the 1,265 students surveyed were satisfied with the course format
and many believed Winterim to be of value to their University
experience.
The entire 4-1-4 program is to be evaluated this year, and
therefore no faculty responses were noted in the survey. According
to 82% of the students surveyed, the University should continue the
4-1-4 format.

*

If an employed student's 1971 income was low enough that
there was no Federal income tax on it, and if he expects that there
will be no tax on his 1972 income, he can file a Form W-4E with his
employer to ask that no income tax be withheld from his pay.
Those who filed a Form W-4E (Withholding Exemption
Certificate) for 1971, and who qualify for continued exemption in
1972, should file a new W-4E. The Internal Revenue Service says
exemption certificates filed for 1971 will expire April 30.
In general, for 1972, single students with income of less
than $2050, and married ones filing jointly with income of less than
$2800, will not owe Federal income tax, according to the IRS.
Students who qualify for exemption from withholding
should ask their employers for Form W-4E, the IRS said. Employers
can get the forms from IRS district offices.

***
The Osipov Balalaika Orchestra, with the stars of the
Bolshoi Ballet and the Bolshoi Opera, will give two performances in
the Opera House, Sunday, March 12th at 1:30 and 4:30 p.m. With
the orchestra of sixty-five musicians will be featured Bolshoi Opera
soprano Tamara Sorokina, Kiev Opera star Yuri Gulayev, Bolshoi
Ballet stars Yulia and Stanislav Vlasov, and Russia's foremost
folksinger Ludmilla Zykina.

UNCLASSIFIED
LOST—Blue Folder—"College Reading and Study Skills." Return to
School of Education or call Lorraine Marshall, 352-1648, Olympia.
Overland Expedition to India, Cashmere, Nepal. Leaving London
in June, 10 weeks including meals and accomodations, $620.
Write: Richard Haas, Box 1408, Bellingham, Wash. 98225.
TERMPAPERS—For help write or call: Box 1199, Cupertino,
California, 95014, (408)732-9889.

Don't waste time and money. We will confidentially expose your
skills in a well planned resume to 250 top companies who have
recently hired in your chosen field. For full info, at no obligation
...contact D. Adams ... Lo 4-8907 ... 1 to 6 daily.

WATER BED for sale—black padded naugahide frame, will sell
cheap. Sk2-5575.
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By the way, George, Happy Birthday.

AFFER THE GAME
IAFFER
J
THE DANCE
ANYTIME!

TWELVE

-

LET'S MEET AT

DOCK
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

Johnny's
at FIFE
WA 2-6686

PUGET SOUND TRAIL

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211

Specializing in
Steaks
Seafood
Cocktails
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